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In order to shorten the research and development cycle of quadruped robot, it is signi�cant to solve the problem of single leg
weight-bearing and obtain a smooth gait switching. Firstly, a leg structure with an antiparallelogram is proposed, which greatly
enhances the strength and sti�ness of the leg in this paper. Secondly, the Simulink-ADAMS cosimulation platform is built and the
improved Hopf oscillator is used in the control of robot. �is control mode based on CPG realizes the walk and trot gait of
quadruped robot.�irdly, in order to solve the problems of breakpoints, phase-locked, and stopping of gait curve in the process of
gait switching by directly replacing the gait matrix, the functional relationship between the right hind leg and duty cycle is
introduced to realize the smooth transition of gait curve. �e simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve a
smooth gait transformation within 4–6 second, which preliminarily proves the feasibility of the algorithm. Finally, the exper-
imental platform is built and the control algorithm is written into the controller to realize the speci�c gait of the robot, which
proves the e�ectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Because of the scattered landing points, the foot robot can
�exibly adjust its walking posture in the foot reachable area
and reasonably select the support points, so it has higher
ability of obstacle avoidance and obstacle surmounting. It
has good application prospects in rescue and disaster relief,
mine clearance, geographic exploration, and so on. It is one
of the hotspots in the �eld of robotics research [1–3]. Seral
legs are the most mature leg structure studied at present,
which is widely used in quadruped robots, such as Big-Dog,
Little-Dog, and Cheetah developed by Boston Dynamics
Company, USA [4, 5], and hydraulic-driven quadruped
bionic robot developed by Shandong University [6]; this
structure has the characteristics of easy control and simple
structure, but its strength and sti�ness are low. Parallel leg
mechanism has become a better choice for walking robot
than series leg mechanism because of its high load-carrying
capacity and stability; however, this leg type control is
complex and di�cult to realize industrialization [7–10]. For

example, the robot designed by Para-walker of Tokyo
University of Technology, the four recon�gurable walker
proposed by Wang et al. of Yanshan university [8] and the
new walking robot based on 3-RPC parallel mechanism
proposed by Zhang and Li. We can see from the above that
both series legs and parallel legs have their limitations in
application. It is an urgent problem to study the leg con-
�guration of a quadruped robot with convenient control and
simple structure.

On the basis of structural design, the control of quad-
ruped robots is also a complex and arduous task. CPG
(central pattern generator) is located in the spinal cord of
animals and produces rhythmic signals with stable phase
interlocking relationship [11]. Biological CPG consists of
several central neurons, which are composed of three basic
neurons: excitation, lateral inhibition, and terminal cross
inhibition [12, 13]. �rough synaptic connections, each
neuron exhibits a variety of output behaviors, controlling
animals to achieve a variety of motor patterns [14]. At
present, the typical CPG models used in robot motion
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control can be divided into two categories: the model based
on the central neuron and the model based on the nonlinear
oscillator [15]. Based on the model of the central neuron
(e.g., Matsuoka model and Kimura model), its physical
meaning is clear, but there are many regulating parameters
[16, 17]. )e model based on the nonlinear oscillator (e.g.,
Hopf model and van der Pol model) has fewer adjusting
parameters and strong practicability [18, 19]. )e CPG can
interact with the upper neural network and lower neural
network and can realize the walking of the quadruped robot
on irregular ground. At the same time, adjusting the pa-
rameters of the CPG model can change the gait charac-
teristics of the robot [20, 21].

Santos and Matos established a CPG model based on the
Hopf oscillator, adjusted the parameters of the Hopf os-
cillator, and verified the effectiveness of this method on
AIBO machine dog [22]. According to the structural
characteristics of quadruped robots, Xu et al. built a fully
symmetric CPG network model based on the Hopf oscillator
model [23]. Wang et al. constructed a new model of the
bionerve central mode generator unit by using the universal
Hopf oscillator as neuron, which solved the problem that the
joint driving oscillation signal of the existing joint-like bi-
onic robot could not be controlled [24]. Wang studied the
gait planning of a quadruped robot, modeled and analyzed
the bionic structure, and studied the robot based on the foot-
end trajectory planning and CPG gait generation strategy
[25]. Zhao studied a quadruped robot and realized its static
walking and diagonal walking by using MATLAB and
ADAMS simulation [26].

All the above studies are based on CPG modeling of
series legs, which makes the whole mechanism lack the
necessary strength and stiffness. Whether the CPG oscilla-
tion of the improved leg configuration is practical or not is
an urgent problem to be solved. )erefore, a quadruped
bionic robot namedMQ robot is proposed in this paper. )e
antiparallelogrammechanism is used in the legs of the robot,
which greatly improves the strength and stiffness of the legs.
At the same time, in order to solve the problem of the sudden
change of speed and acceleration caused by the direct re-
placement of the gait matrix, the Hopf oscillator is used to
realize the smooth transition of gait switching. )e in-
novations of this paper are as follows: (i) a new anti-
parallelogram leg configuration is proposed; (ii) for the first
time, a Hopf oscillator is applied to the antiparallelogram leg
structure and realized control; and (iii) in the process of gait
switching, transfer function is introduced to realize the
stability of the gait switching process.

2. Brief Description of Mechanism

)e robot presented in this paper consists of forepart, hind-
side, waist structure, lateral pendulum, and leg structure.)e
robot is controlled by 12 motors and can achieve two gaits:
static walk and diagonal trot. In order to get closer to the real
animal motion, the leg configuration here uses knee-to-el-
bow configuration, which can improve the stability of the
robot. Figure 1 shows the structure of the MQ quadruped
robot. In order to make the motion mode of the robot close

to that of mammals, a three-degree-of-freedom parallel
mechanism is used as the waist of the quadruped robot,
which enables the robot’s forepart to have pitching motion,
left-right rotation, and forward-backward telescopic motion
relative to its hind-side. )e robot is driven by a DC servo
motor, and its power source is a portable lithium battery.

In order to make up for the shortcomings of low strength
and stiffness and poor load capacity of series leg mechanism,
the leg configuration with antiparallelogram mechanism is
designed in this paper as shown in Figure 2. Two motors
mounted on the leg realize the output motion of the foot end.
)e leg has two parallelograms, which greatly improves the
strength and stiffness of the quadruped robot.

3. CPG Model and Network Structure of
Quadruped Robot

Because the Hopf oscillator will form a stable limit cycle in
space, which can move from any state to stable operation
and can produce stable periodic oscillation signal. Secondly,
the Hopf oscillator is a simple harmonic oscillator, whose
output signal amplitude and frequency are easy to control.
)erefore, this paper uses the Hopf oscillator to establish the
joint output curve. Its mathematical model is shown in

_x � α u − r2( x − ωy,

_y � α u − r2( x − ωx,

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where x and y are state variables, u determines the am-
plitude of the oscillator and A �

��
u

√
, ω is the frequency of

the oscillator, and α is used to control the oscillator’s
convergence rate to the limit cycle.

Figure 3 shows the stability limit cycle formed by the Hopf
oscillator in space, so it can be controlled by the Hopf os-
cillator at the joint of the robot to improve the stability of
quadruped walking. Under different road conditions, the two
output curves of the same oscillator can realize direct foot
coupling between the hip joint and knee joint, so that the limit
cycle does not diverge and achieves a self-stabilizing effect.

Figure 4 shows the output curve of the oscillator, the blue
curve can be used as a driving curve of the hip joint, and the
red curve can be used as driving curve of the knee joint.
)ese curves indicate that the rising part of x curve

Forepart

HindsideWaist structure

Lateral pendulum structure

Leg structure

Figure 1: )e 3D model of the MQ quadruped robot.
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corresponds to curve y less than zero, and the falling part of
x corresponds to y greater than zero.

)erefore, the output of the oscillator can be used as the
control signal for robot joint. In previous studies, only one
curve of oscillator can be used effectively, which results in
low utilization rate and high control complexity of oscillator.
In this way, an oscillator can control both joints of a single
leg at the same time, and this process can reduce the number
of oscillators used. In order to make the robot adapt to
different road conditions, it is necessary to adjust its gait to
get the best motion state.

)e improvement of the Hopf oscillator can be obtained
as follows:
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(2)

where β is duty cycle; ωsw is the swing phase frequency; ωst is
the supporting phase frequency; θhi is the hip control curve;
θki is the knee control curve; a is a normal number, which
determines the transformation speed of the swing phase and
the supporting phase; Ah is the hip swing amplitude; and Ak

is the knee swing amplitude.
R(θj

i ) represents a gait matrix, which describes the
coupling relationship between oscillators, and its expression
is as follows:

R θj

i  �
cos θji − sin θji

sin θji cos θji

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (3)

where θj
i � θji � 2π(φi − φj), φi is the phase of the ith

oscillator.
For gait research of robots, there is no need to use the

degree of freedom of lateral swing, so eight Hopf oscillators
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Figure 2: Leg mechanism analysis.
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are needed to control the eight rotating joints of the robot’s
legs. For equation (2), the motion curves of the hip and knee
joints of one leg can be obtained. For the improved Hopf
oscillator, one oscillator can produce two outputs, so only
four Hopf oscillators are needed for the four legs of the robot
to construct the CPG control network.

For ease of description, the left foreleg is represented by
LF, the right foreleg by RF, the left hind leg by LH, and the
right hind leg by RH, as shown in Figure 5. In most cases,
quadruped robots have different gaits, such as static walking
and diagonal trotting. Because the walking mode will affect
the dynamic performance of the robot, it is very important to
select the appropriate CPG parameters in different envi-
ronments and then adjust the control output curve. )e
network topology diagram shown in Figure 5 indicates the
coupling relationship of the quadruped robot oscillator. Fine
tuning the parameters of the oscillator can achieve the
stability of the robot in various situations and ensure that the
output curve meets the expected control objectives.

4. Walk Gait Simulation Analysis

Cosimulation platform combines the advantages of control
software and dynamics software and is widely used in robot
control. As a multibody dynamics software, ADAMS has
powerful modeling and analysis functions. It is the most
widely used analysis software in the world. However, its
control function is weak, and it often needs external in-
terface to realize its control function. Simulink has powerful
control function and can use graphical module to realize
complex control. However, its modeling ability is not
enough to analyze complex objects.

In order to use the output curve of the Hopf oscillator to
drive the quadruped robot, the control system is built in
Simulink, the mechanical dynamics system is built in
ADAMS, and the interface relationship between ADAMS
and Simulink is established. )e dynamic simulation plat-
form of the quadruped robot is shown in Figure 6, and the
ADAMS multibody dynamics system is shown in Figure 7.

Static walking is the most commonly used walking mode
in quadruped mammals. Each leg runs alternately to achieve
a stable gait. Although the running speed of this gait is low,
its stability is high and it can meet the requirements of long-
term walking.

Set the CPG model parameters to α � 10000, u � 1,
a � 100, ωsw � 5π, β � 0.75, and φRH � 0.25. From Figures 8
and 9 we can see that the output curve of the oscillator
strictly conforms to the motion law of the robot joint.
Figure 8 shows the four legs of the robot moving in turn,
with a phase difference of 0.25. Figure 9 shows that the
motion curves of the hip and knee joints during gait
switching strictly conform to the motion laws of the elbow
joints.

5. Trot Gait Simulation Analysis

Diagonal trotting gait is the most ideal gait in dynamic
walking. Its diagonal leg has the same phase and can be
regarded as a virtual leg. )is virtual leg alternately moves

with another diagonal virtual leg to complete the dynamic
walking of the robot. Compared with other dynamic gaits,
this gait has higher stability and better dynamic
characteristics.

Set the CPG model parameters to α � 10000, u � 1,
a � 100, ωsw � 5π, β � 0.5, and φRH � 0. From Figures 10
and 11, it can be seen that the output curve of the oscillator
strictly conforms to the motion law of the robot joint.
Figure 10 shows that the robot’s diagonal legs are lifted and
landed simultaneously with a phase difference of 0.5. Fig-
ure 11 shows that the motion curves of the hip and knee
joints during gait switching strictly conform to the motion
laws of the elbow joints.

6. Walk-Trot Gait Transform

In previous studies, changing the phase relationship between
CPG oscillating units can control the quadruped robot to
switch from the current motion mode to other motion
modes. At present, the commonly used gait conversion
methods are changing the network characteristics of the
CPG [12, 27], changing the external excitation signal
[28, 29], changing the characteristics of the nerve oscillator
itself [30], and adding instantaneous interference [31].

)is paper achieves gait switching by changing the
characteristics of the CPG network. In most cases, this
direct replacement of the gait matrix to achieve gait
switching will cause unexpected results. Figure 12 shows
that in 4–6 seconds, when the walk gait is switched to the
trot gait, breakpoints, phase-locked, and stopping phe-
nomena will occur, which will lead to sudden changes in
speed and acceleration during the robot’s movement and
easily lead to the robot losing its stability. Figure 13 shows
that the motion curve of the hip and the knee joint during
gait switching strictly conforms to the motion law of the
elbow joint.

In the process of gait switching, if we cannot solve these
problems of breakpoints, phase-locked, and stopping phe-
nomena, the system power will be consumed and the sta-
bility will be lost. Gait switching is to adapt to the basic links
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Figure 5: Topological structure of the CPG oscillator network.
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of different roads, so it is a very urgent task, which is also the
focus of this paper.

In this paper, the walk and trot gait of the robot are studied
in order to verify the correctness of the proposed robot motion
mode. We can make the robot switch between different gaits
by changing the gait matrix, Figures 14 and 15 show the
relative phase relationship between the walk and trot gait.

In order to improve the stability of the robot and ensure
the smoothness of the gait switching curve, it is necessary to

solve the problem that the gait curve is not smooth and the
swing amplitude is large through the algorithm. From the
observation of Figures 14 and 15, it can be seen that the
phases of the left foreleg (LF) and the right foreleg (RF) of the
quadruped robot remain unchanged during the transition
from the walk gait to the trot gait:

φ1 � 0,

φ2 � 0.5.
(4)
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)e left hind leg phase φ4 and duty cycle β of a quad-
ruped robot can be expressed by the right hind leg phase φ.
According to the relationship between the two gait phases, it
can be concluded that

φ4 � 0.5 + φ,

β � 0.5 + φ.
(5)

)erefore, the right hind leg phase φ can be set to change
from 0.25 to 0, which can realize the switch from the walk
gait to trot gait, as shown in the following equation:

φ �

0.25, 0< t< 4,

− t

8
+
3
4
, 4≤ t≤ 6,

0, t> 6,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

θ11 � 0,

θ21 � − π,

θ31 � − φ · 2π,

θ41 � − (0.5 + φ) · 2π,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

θ12 � π,

θ22 � 0,

θ32 � (0.5 − φ) · 2π,

θ42 � − φ · 2π,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

θ13 � φ · 2π,

θ23 � (φ − 0.5) · 2π,

θ33 � 0,

θ43 � − π,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

θ14 � (φ + 0.5) · 2π,

θ24 � φ · 2π,

θ43 � − π,

θ44 � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

It can be seen from Figure 16 that the curve of walk gait
switching to trot gait is smooth and stable, and there are no
breakpoints, phase-locked, and stopping phenomena, which
proves the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 17 is the driving curve of the left foreleg (LF),
which conforms to the motion law of the hip and knee of the
oscillator. )e smooth transition of the quadruped robot is
achieved during the motion process, which proves the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method.

Figure 18 shows the results of Simulink-ADAMS cosi-
mulation at different times. Yellow means that the robot’s
feet are off the ground. When t≤ 4 s, the robot runs steadily
according to the static gait of 1-4-2-3 phase sequence. When
4 s< t< 6 s, the gait switching occurs. When t≥ 6 s, the robot
is in a diagonal trot gait. It can be seen that the robot walks
along the output curve of the oscillator and successfully
realizes the gait switching.

Although the smooth gait switching can be achieved by
reasonable processing of the Hopf oscillator and introducing

transfer function, it is necessary to determine whether the
quadruped robot can maintain stable operation during the
switching process. In order to describe the stability of gait,
the displacement and velocity curves of the robot in the
course of walking are given in Figure 19. )e displacement
curve is on the left and the velocity curve is on the right.
From the displacement curve, it can be seen that the lateral
fluctuation of the robot is very small and the maximum
fluctuation rate is 1.244%, which shows that the robot can
basically keep straight walking. At the same time, the
center of mass of the robot fluctuates within a reasonable
range, and the maximum fluctuation rate is 0.682%, which
indicates that the robot can walk steadily. From the ve-
locity curve on the right side, it can be seen that the curve
conforms to the laws of static gait and diagonal gait and
has periodic fluctuation. )e forward displacement can
transition smoothly during the switching period, and the
diagonal trot gait after switching has a larger slope than the
static gait, which conforms to the biological movement
law.

7. Construction of the Experimental Platform

)e gait switching experiment is complex and difficult in the
actual operation process. )is requires not only good motor
tracking performance, but also improved controller perfor-
mance.)e controller acts as themaster station and 8 drivers act
as the slave station. )e transmission of signals between master
station and slave station can be greatly improved by using
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network lines. Compared with traditional Fieldbus technology,
EtherCAT (Ethernet Control Automation) fieldbus system
chooses Ethernet as its basic framework, which has the ad-
vantages of fast transmission speed, large data packet capacity,
and long transmission distance. A complete EtherCAT system
usually has one master station and a series of slave stations. )e
master station and slave station support almost all the

topological structures such as bus, tree, and star. )e CK3E
series programmable multiaxis controller of PMAC has good
openness and can write control program freely. It supports
EtherCATbus communication and has three types of 8-axis, 16-
axis, and 32-axis. Because of the requirement of control per-
formance, the 16-axis CK3E-1310 controller shown in Figure 20
is chosen to control the robot.

1-LF 4-LH 2-RF 3-RH

t ≥ 6s

4s < t < 6s

t ≤ 4s

Figure 18: Walk-trot gait switching simulation.
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Figure 19: Displacement and speed in gait switching.
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CK3E Controller is programmed with POWERPMAC
IDE Software, and its interface is shown in Figure 21. )e
CK3E controller is EtherCAT bus communication. Before
writing all programs, it is necessary to build the EtherCAT
network in the program. It includes scanning EtherCAT
slave station, adding motor, establishing EtherCAT topol-
ogy, and taking left front leg (LF) single leg structure as an
example.

)e single leg debugging lays the foundation for gait
research and is also the precondition realizing the algorithm.
By debugging the single leg motor, the movement law of the
single leg can be obtained. In order to prevent the motor
from blocking when the joint angle exceeds the limit po-
sition during the experiment, the debugging of the single leg
structure should be completed before the whole machine is
tested. )e controller is connected with the PC terminal by
the network line, and the debugging and downloading of the
control program are completed. From the debugging results
of Figure 22, it can be seen that the three motors can achieve
specific motion in the range of rotation angle.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed gait
switching algorithm, an entity prototype model is built here

as shown in Figure 23. )e red circle represents the swing
phase and the yellow circle represents the support phase.
Because of the heavy body of the robot, the loss of DC
power supply during walking is large. For the content of
this paper, because only the gait experiment is involved, so
the whole machine does not need to run on the ground, we
built a frame to fix the fuselage. Write control program in
IDE and debug communication between software and
hardware. )e controller generates the Hopf oscillator
curve according to the driving requirement and applies the
eight driving curves to eight joints of the robot to realize the
specific gait of the robot. Figure 23(a) shows the initial state
of a quadruped robot, in which the four legs are at the same
height as the ground. When the time is 2 s, we can see from
Figure 23(b) that the robot oscillates according to the phase
difference of 0.25, and the oscillation law conforms to the
static walking. When the robot runs to 8 s, we can see from
Figure 23(c) that the diagonal leg swings back and forth
with a phase difference of 0.5, thus realizing gait switching
in a specific time range. Looking at the whole process, the
quadruped robot can realize the smooth transformation
from the walk gait to trot gait according to the given motion

CK3E-1310 controller C5-E-2-21 driver Servo motor

Figure 20: Control and drive system.

Figure 21: IDE programming interface.
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law, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.

8. Conclusion

(1) In this paper, single leg structure with the anti-
parallelogram is designed, which greatly improves
the strength and stiffness of the leg and enhances the
load capacity of the robot.

(2) )e configuration of the whole robot and the
structure of one leg are introduced, which lays a
foundation for the research of the robot gait. )e
Hopf oscillator is introduced into parallelogram leg
mechanism for the first time, which proves that the
leg can be the gait realized by the Hopf oscillator.

(3) )e CPG network topology is established, and the
improved Hopf oscillator is used to control the robot
joints. Simulink-ADAMS simulation platform is
built to realize the walk and trot gait of the robot.

(4) In order to solve the problems of breakpoints, phase-
locked, and stopping of the substitution gait matrix, a

piecewise function is introduced to realize the
smooth transition from the walk gait to the trot gait.

(5) )rough the joint simulation, it can be found that the
robot can operate according to the given driving law
and the gait adjustment meets the requirements and
has good stability.

(6) Experiments on one leg and the whole machine show
that the robot can achieve a smooth transition from
the walk gait to the trot gait, which proves the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method.
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